
TENTERDEN TOWN COUNCIL – TOURISM & BUSINESS SUB-COMMITTEE 

HIGH STREET REVITALISATION WORKING GROUP 

Notes and recommendations from a meeting held on 20 January 2020 
Present: Alan Sugden, Mike Carter and Justin Nelson from TTC; Pierre Edmonds; Andy Keates 

1 Extent of area covered by working group 
It was agreed that the working group should treat the Conservation Area for Tenterden Town (as 

opposed to St Michaels) as being “the High Street” for the working group’s purposes. 

2 Link from K&ESR to High Street – phase 1 
The working group recommends that the town council implements this link as soon as possible. See 

the attached diagram: the Edmonds will appropriately surface their land (coloured green on the 

diagram) to provide pedestrian and disabled access from Station Road to the cemetery; TTC to 

repair/restore/surface the footpath coloured blue in part and pink in other parts, to provide 

pedestrian and disabled access through the cemetery to the Station Road car park; TTC to replace or 

supplement the existing steps from the cemetery to the car park with a ramp usable by wheelchair 

users, and access to and along Coombe Lane (as hatched black) to reach the High Street; TTC to liaise 

with ABC to provide suitable signage in Station Road car park and with K&ESR and the Edmonds top 

provide suitable signage at the station and access from Station Road 

3 Link from K&ESR to High Street – phase 2 
The working group recommends that TTC should liaise with K&ESR and the Edmonds (who agree in 

principle) to explore the possibility of creating a new access to/from the station to the bottom of 

Church Path, so the link to the High Street can be accessed avoiding Station Road altogether 

4 High Street layout 
The working group recommends that TTC funds the investigation (first) and consideration/public 

consultation of possible radical changes to the High Street layout, along the lines indicated in the 

attached conceptual drawings. It is emphasised that they are concepts only, designed not 

for detailed discussion, but to be investigated and fleshed out where appropriate, with a view to 

implementing them as and when funds can be sourced. The proposals are modular, so they can be 

implemented on a piecemeal basis. 

(a) East Cross: involving the blocking off of the junction between Oaks Road and the A28, 

the creation of a one-way system for Golden Square/East Hill/Beacon Oak Road, and the 

replacement of the traffic lights at East Cross with a roundabout 

(b) Station Road: involving the installation of a mini-roundabout and a one-way system for 

Bridewell Lane/Highbury Lane, with associated adjustments to the location of bus stops 

(buses to turn around at a new roundabout at the A28 junction with Cranbrook Road), 

the extension of the greens (or implementation of pedestrianised areas) on the north 

side of the High Street from Station Road to Church Road 

(c) High Street crossings: at intervals across the High Street, ideally “continental” crossings 

 

5 Highbury Lane car park 
The working group recommends that TTC lobbies ABC to remedy the flooding problem in the car 

park (which, when icy, creates a significant safety hazard. A suggested remedy is to create a drain 



running along the dip in the surface between the two drain covers, so that water drains from the dip 

instead of pooling there 

6 General condition of the High Street 
The working group recommends that TTC – 

(a) arranges for its maintenance staff to straighten the waste bins that are askew, and to 

monitor in case further such attention is needed 

(b) arranges for its maintenance staff to carry out improvements to the Greens – without 

necessarily waiting for KCC’s permission to do this 

(c) liaises with ABC and KCC as appropriate to remove redundant or unnecessary street 

signs and posts and to review street signage generally 

(d) repairs loose paving slabs (without waiting for KCC to do this) and encourages the 

reporting of such and similar problems for remedial action 

7 Next meeting 
To be arranged when the reactions of the sub-committee and standing committee to the above 

recommendations is known 

27 Jan 2020 


















